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This compelling social history uses diaries, memoirs, fiction, trial testimony, personal recollections,

and eyewitness accounts to weave a fascinating tale of what ordinary Japanese endured throughout

their century's era of economic growth. Rescuing vivid, often wrenching accounts of peasants,

miners, textile workers, rebels, and prostitutes, Mikiso Hane forces us to see Japan's "modern

century" (from the beginnings of contact with the West to the outset of World War II) through fresh

eyes. In doing so, he mounts a formidable challenge to the success story of Japan's "economic

miracle." Starting with the Meiji restoration of 1868, Professor Hane vividly illustrates how

modernization actually widened the gulf, economically and socially, between rich and poor, between

the mo-bo and mo-ga ("modern boy" and "modern girl") of the cities and their rural counterparts. He

laces his scholarly narrative with sharply etched individual stories that allow us see Japan from the

bottom up. We feel the back-breaking labor of a typical farm family; the anguish of poverty-stricken

parents forced to send their daughters to Japan's new mills, factories, and brothels; the

hopelessness in rural areas scourged by famine; the proud defiance of women battling against

patriarchy; and the desperation of being on strike in a company town, in revolt in the countryside, or

conscripted into the army. This second edition is enhanced by an updated epilogue and a new

chapter on women activists, focusing especially on the articles, essays, and letters of ItÃ´ Noe,

whose work was cut short when she was murdered by military police. By allowing the

underprivileged to speak for themselves, Hane presents us with a unique people's history of an

often-hidden world that will be invaluable reading for all those interested in the underside of Meiji

Japan.
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Used at Western Washington University around 2008. The class jumped around parts of this book

and the bits we focused on were interesting.Like most people, I rely on honest product reviews to

make purchase decisions. Because the experience of others has been so helpful to me, I try to

provide honest, helpful reviews to assist other shoppers in selecting the right products for them. I

hope my review has been helpful to you!

This book was suggested to me because I wanted to learn about the time and place that my

ancestors came from. This book is really well written, and it gave me some great insights into my

ancestors lives. I would recommend it to anyone who would like to learn what I set out to learn.

Didn't know it was all in Japanese, but it is a nice collection for the library.Great for anyone

interested in created a library on Japanese history.
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